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This article considers urban crime and the origins of the term racketeering in the United States during the
1920s. The etymology of this muddled concept can help historians separate facts from the ideologically
charged rhetoric of that period. The noun racketeering emerged in Chicago amidst Prohibition-era debates
about gang violence, labor unions, and competition. In 1927, Gordon Hostetter, an antiunion activist, pro-
moted the term to describe unions and associations in trades like construction, laundry, and kosher foods,
which governed prices and wages through strikes, boycotts, and violence. He sought not to expose gang in-
fluence in the labor movement but rather to direct public concern about bootleggers like Al Capone against
organizations he saw as extortionate. Union officials fought this definition, eventually convincing the public
that they were victims of blackmail, not its perpetrators. But Hostetter’s language significantly shaped the
legal status of collective action before and after the New Deal.
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Criminals have played a significant role in the history of American cities,
yet most histories of urban crime remain either anecdotal or literal, suggesting
the need for a reconsideration of the field’s basic suppositions. Popular authors
write volumes about Chicago gang boss Alphonse Capone, the beer wars of the
1920s, labor violence, and corruption but seldom analyze the social and intel-
lectual context for these people and their behavior. Academic historians are
more rigorously analytical, but few investigate their own language and
assumptions. Scholars often use ideologically charged concepts, such as
“organized crime” and “racketeering,” unconscious of how these ideas them-
selves played an active role in the past. To separate the history of crime from
the rhetoric of the sources, historians need to study the etymology of such key
words and phrases.1
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The term racketeering in particular demands historical analysis. One of the
most powerful concepts in modern criminal law, the concept has long stymied
those who sought to define it. In 1945, Harry Millis, a University of Chicago
economics professor and later the chair of the National Labor Relations Board
complained, “Racketeering has developed in labor organizations as well as in
business and political affairs. The expression ‘racket’ is used so loosely as to
include a great variety of things one does not like—graft, violence, monopolis-
tic exactions, etc.”2 Little has changed over the past six decades. For the public,
racketeer is a general synonym for gangster. Historians and economists usu-
ally use racketeering to refer to criminal exploitation of presumably legitimate
institutions like labor unions. And neither of these interpretations reigns in the
courts. In recent years, both state and federal juries have applied civil and crim-
inal antiracketeering laws to characters as varied as Olympic figure skating
conspirator Jeff Gillooly and antiabortion activist Randall Terry.3

Racketeering’s muddled definition stems from the circumstances of its ori-
gin. Since the mid-nineteenth century, people in the United States and England
have used the word racket to suggest an illicit form of business. But during the
early twentieth century, the term allegedly developed the connotation of extor-
tion that probably stemmed from a particular brand of urban politics. Party fac-
tions, beneficial societies, and unions required their members sell tickets to
dance parties. Because of the noise they produced, these boisterous fundraisers
were allegedly called “rackets.” Since members sold tickets either by pro-
claiming a charitable purpose or by threatening buyers with harm, the word
racket came to refer to an exploitative organization that masked its selfishness
behind a facade of benevolence.

The idea of racketeering emerged in Chicago only in the 1920s, at the inter-
section of Prohibition Era debates about gang violence, the legitimacy of labor
unions, and the morality of competition. Between 1924 and 1926, Chicago
newspapers occasionally used the word racketeer to refer to beer runners,
blackmailers and gunmen. In 1927, an antiunion activist named Gordon L.
Hostetter advanced the term to describe the patterns of craft governance found
in trades like construction, laundry, and kosher foods, where unions and asso-
ciations enforced standard prices and wages through strikes, boycotts, and vio-
lence. Hostetter promoted the idea of racketeering to direct growing public
concern about bootleggers like Al Capone against officials of these organiza-
tions. He sought not to expose the power of men like Capone in the labor move-
ment but rather to advance a corporate model of association by accusing
organized tradesmen of practicing extortion. Though a definition of racketeer-
ing somewhat friendlier to labor unions eventually replaced this interpretation,
Hostetter’s rhetorical innovation significantly shaped the changing legal status
of collective action in the United States during the New Deal and after.4
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SOCIAL CONTEXT

The history of racketeering is rooted in the experience of urban craftsmen in
the decades before the New Deal, a topic that arouses some disagreement
among scholars. Some, like John Commons call craft workers’combination of
conservatism and militancy “business unionism,” arguing that tradesmen
accepted capitalism and obtained modest material gains through contractual
arrangements with employers. Others, such as David Montgomery, see skilled
workers as vehemently defending their autonomy within the workplace
against management until forced by the state to accept the employers’ author-
ity. Michael Kazin notes the political progressivism of some craft workers.
And some authors condemn these same men for opposing social insurance, an
independent labor party, industrial unionism, and the employment of women
and people of color.5

Though all these interpretations contain some truth, they fail to appreciate
the craftsmen’s preoccupation with governance, a fascination that defined
their worldview and granted them some measure of control over Chicago’s
future. Craft unions were consumed with enforcing rules governing wages and
production, with controlling entry into the labor market, and with pressuring
the rank and file to obey union discipline. Often in alliance with their own
employers, craft workers established informal but fairly stable systems of pri-
vate regulation that deflected corporate economic development and main-
tained their position in the city’s commercial life. Tradesmen were
conservative, but they were also ambitious, asserting total authority over many
urban industries. In doing so, they challenged not only the right of wealthy
businessmen to operate unfettered in the city but also the supremacy of the
state.6

Craft governance depended upon a web of agreements and associations.
Consider the dry cleaning trade. When the chemical laundering of delicate gar-
ments became both technologically possible and popular in the 1910s, unions
and local trade associations swooped in and established regulatory systems in
the new industry. In Chicago, four groups controlled cleaning—the Master
Cleaners’ Association (MCA), the representative of the plant owners; the
Retail Cleaners and Dyers Union Local #20077 (later known as #17792), an
AFL union of the storefront tailors who took in dirty clothing; the Laundry
Drivers’Union, Local #712; and Cleaning and Dying House Workers #17742,
a union for the men and women who actually cleaned and pressed the clothing.
Strict rules bounded the expansion of this trade, forcefully setting wages and
the terms for competition. If, for example, a new chain store opened near an
established firm, deviated from the standard price, or refused to pay dues, then
the retail cleaners picketed that store until it joined the association and abided
its rules. If a plant reduced its wholesale rates or solicited clients (called
“stops”) away from MCA members, then the teamsters refused to cart that
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plant’s clothes or the cleaners walked off the job. In exchange, employers guar-
anteed workers a “closed shop”; that is, they employed only union members.7

Such arrangements were common in local, labor-intensive trades that, not
coincidentally, still share unsavory reputations. By 1920, unions and associa-
tions had almost total control over certain building trades: bricklaying, carpen-
try, electricity, steam fitting, and plumbing. Likewise, craft unions formed
among the men responsible for the management and maintenance of buildings,
including flat janitors and stationary engineers. Shopkeepers—small manu-
facturers like butchers and bakers; service providers such as barbers, tailors, or
launderers; and retailers such as tailors, grocers, coal dealers, and
saloonkeepers—were all well organized by the 1920s. Finally, the Chicagoans
who loaded and carried goods throughout the city, such as teamsters and team-
ing contractors, built strong and enduring trade agreements governing every
aspect of their trade.8

The craftsmen sought to maintain their own distinctive political economy in
the face the transformation of the demography, technology, and geography of
production. Between 1914 and 1929, new workers—often immigrants,
women, or African Americans—challenged the dominance of white crafts-
men.9 The reconstitution of the labor force accompanied the emergence of a
corporate, mechanized, national economy. The 1920s was the decade of Henry
Ford, a man who made his fortune by standardizing the mode of production,
the producer, and the product. Ford envisioned a mechanized corporation,
employing thousands of relatively well-paid, semiskilled workers to manufac-
ture complex but identical products for a global market. In hiring these
employees, Ford considered race and ethnicity less significant than habits such
as thrift, sobriety, patriotism, and obedience.10

These changes terrified Chicago’s craft workers and employers, who
favored an economy composed of many local producers; employing skilled,
white men; and governed by homegrown organizations. While corporations
dominated manufacturing by 1920, new national firms were only beginning to
seek entry into Chicago’s construction, transport, retail, and service trades.
The small and relatively weak producers in these trades felt high wages
depended not on sales volume, productivity, and the beneficent patronage of
the employer but on standard prices, scarce talents, unique products, and craft
solidarity. And both craft workers and employers were willing to fight to retain
their small, local, and labor-intensive world against men like Ford and the
forces of competition.11

Craft unions and trade associations responded to these challenges first by
keeping their numbers small and their membership homogeneous. Some
charged extraordinarily high admissions fees that discouraged all new appli-
cants. In the mid-1920s, Maxie Eisen, the head of the Wholesale and Retail
Fish Dealers, allegedly demanded a widow pay the association the immense
sum of three thousand dollars for permission to open a fish market. Still others
explicitly refused to admit the fastest-growing populations in the city,
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especially African Americans and women. As many scholars have noted, such
restrictions pushed black and female workers into the most poorly paid
employments. For example, dry cleaners hired African American women, but
only to perform traditional tasks such as washing, drying, and ironing. The
well-paid laundry drivers were almost exclusively white and male.12

Opposition to new workers was one component of a broader attempt to con-
trol the local market and forestall the rise of a corporate order. Craft unions bat-
tled new and potentially popular consumer products that altered habitual work
patterns. In 1929, Julius Rosenwald, a noted philanthropist and the president
of Sears and Roebuck, America’s foremost mail-order house, built a model
tenement that he hoped would set the standard for reasonably priced housing in
the city. One of the key features of the four hundred apartments in the $2.5 mil-
lion building was the introduction of electric refrigerators, machines replacing
iceboxes that required both daily ice delivery and drains to collect the water
produced by melting. When Rosenwald informed the plumbers that he did not
need them to build drains, a job that had provided many hours of labor, they
demanded that he pay them anyway. The philanthropist declined, so the
plumbers union initiated an unsuccessful two-week strike.13

Building tradesmen were more effective in opposing the installation of pre-
fabricated building materials that undermined their skills and shifted jobs out-
side the city. In 1927, a number of out-of-state firms, such as the Wasmuth
Endicott Co., began manufacturing “built-in” kitchen cabinets with hard
enamel finishes, created by mechanically spraying paint on the surface and
baking the finished product. These cabinets were in demand because of their
smooth, ornamental finish and low cost. Yet members of Painters’ District
Council #14 of Chicago saw them as a terrible threat, for they replaced the
labor of local painters with the out-of-state labor of factory workers and, worse
yet, machines. The painters determined not to work on building sites where
contractors installed the finished cabinets unless either the manufacturer
shipped the cabinets with only a coat of primer (creating work for painters but
destroying the appeal of the product) or the contractor paid the union two dol-
lars per kitchen and employed union members to stand and watch the installa-
tions. Needing to complete the other necessary painting work, the local
contractors agreed to these terms, severely increasing the cost and decreasing
the success of the cabinets.14

Opposition to mechanization worked hand in hand with localism. Journey-
men controlled mechanization by closing the city to nonunion, out-of-state
manufacturers. Contractors had obtained the right to use prefabricated stone,
electrical fixtures, doors, and windows during the pivotal building trades lock-
out of 1900, but around 1910, the two sides achieved a new compromise. The
contractors gave the unions exclusive contracts, and in exchange, the workers
promised to protect their employers from competition with national firms.
Contractors, manufacturers, and workers in plumbing, steam fitting, terra
cotta, and sheet metal established rules limiting the employment of nonunion
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workers, the operation of independent contractors, and the use of out-of-state
materials. As they had for decades, the participants enforced self-styled laws
through a series of interlocking boycotts. Local sheet metal manufacturers
agreed to hire only union workers, and sheet metal workers passed rules ban-
ning materials produced out of state by corporations like Carrier Air Condi-
tioning of Buffalo, New York. The Chicago Master Steam Fitters’Association,
a group of local contractors and suppliers, granted the Chicago Journeymen
Steam Fitters’Protective Association a closed shop. In return, union members
refused to work for contractors who were not association members. Firms like
Sears and Roebuck that tried to sell steam equipment in the city found that
none of the city’s craftsmen would buy their wares.15

Associations and unions maintained older methods of distribution, fore-
stalling the transformation of consumption habits in goods such as milk and
laundry. Before the 1920s, Chicagoans purchased food, coal, and clothes from
commission salesmen who traveled door to door, and these tradesmen feared
the advent of direct retailers, who shucked older purchasing patterns and
attracted consumers through advertising and price competition. But the Chi-
cago Milk Dealers Association; the Milk Producers’Association; and the Milk
Drivers’ Union, Local #753, worked together to maintain tradition. In
exchange for a closed shop and massive wages increases (163 percent between
1914 and 1929), the teamsters boycotted and threatened any retail distributor
who declined to join the Milk Dealers’ Association. Freed from competition,
the dealers raised prices from eight to fourteen cents per quart between 1914
and 1927. By refusing to cart for dairies that sold milk to groceries, and by
harassing retailers who sold milk directly to the consumer, the teamsters suc-
cessfully maintained door-to-door milk delivery for many decades to come.16

Unsurprisingly, the city’s corporations objected to rules restricting their
autonomy, and they pressed the state to guarantee the free operation of the mar-
ket. In 1903, a group of corporate executives affiliated with the Chicago Asso-
ciation of Commerce founded the Employers’Association of Chicago (EA) in
response to the growing organization of the teaming trade. By the 1920s, the
EA was the city’s foremost advocate of the open shop. Proponents painted an
open shop as a business whose employer hired and fired workers without con-
sidering their affiliations, while labor leaders saw it as a coded expression for
reactionary antiunionism. In fact, the open shop was a theoretical workspace
conceived by corporate attorneys to make the individualistic values of the late
nineteenth century palatable to a public weary of class warfare. It allowed
members of the EA to claim to tolerate unions themselves while still attacking
union authority over the workplace. Groups like the EA saw themselves as
reform associations bent on eradicating alleged labor monopolies without
denying workers their freedom to associate with whomever they chose.17

The EA successfully convinced the courts to defend their values. Indeed,
early-twentieth-century judges barely acknowledged the right of workers to
organize. Before the bar, unions were mere voluntary associations of
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individuals with no official legal standing. They could negotiate a contract
with the employer, but this was the limit of their formal authority. The law pre-
scribed that each individual worker should sign his or her own agreement and
ensure the employers’ obedience to its terms. Some unions gained official
capacity by obtaining corporate charters from the state, but most declined
because this required they grant politicians power over the creation of new
organizations and subject themselves to judicial supervision.18

Furthermore, the courts aggressively pursued craftsmen who asserted
power over the economy. According to common law, two or more individuals,
acting in concert, pursuing an illegal end or achieving a lawful end by unlawful
means, made up a criminal conspiracy. Though Cook County judges saw
strikes as a lawful form of protest, they condemned other forms of enforce-
ment, such as pickets, boycotts, and violence, as illegal means justifying a con-
spiracy indictment. They also ruled the closed shop to be an illegal end, thus
banning all strikes seeking this goal. During the first decade of the century,
prosecutors charged barbers, bakers, brewers, printers, and others with con-
spiracy to restrain trade, to interfere, to boycott, to assault, to damage property.
The courts also restrained trade associations that engaged in collective bar-
gaining, charging local businessmen with conspiracy to restrain trade, to form
pool trust agreements, and to injure the business of a competitor.19

Given this hostile climate, craftsmen unsurprisingly preferred to enforce
their rules and agreements outside of court through pickets, boycotts, and vio-
lence. In doing so, they asserted the supremacy of their organizations within
many trades. In 1925, Morris Becker, the owner of a chain of dry cleaning
shops, complained that Retail Cleaners Union (RCU) president Samuel Rubin
had threatened to injure him if he continued undercutting the RCU’s standard
price. When Becker protested that the U.S. Constitution guaranteed his free-
dom to operate his business without interference, Rubin allegedly thundered,
“To hell with the Constitution. I am a damned sight bigger than the Constitu-
tion.” Whether Rubin believed this or merely hoped to frighten the shopkeeper,
he expressed a sentiment common among tradesmen, who believed their orga-
nizations, not the state, had jurisdiction over specific areas of the economy.20

The problem of corruption undermined such claims to authority. Like police
officers and politicians of this time, union administrators found themselves
continuously tempted by the cash that flowed into their organizations. Some
officials resisted the lure of easy money, but many supplemented their $40 per
week salaries by appropriating the fines they collected from rule violators as
so-called “strike insurance.” Michael “Umbrella Mike” Boyle of the electrical
workers was famous for sitting in Johnson’s Saloon with his umbrella hanging
from the bar. Contractors seeking to adjudicate disputes dropped cash into the
umbrella, thus allowing Boyle to deny in court that he had knowingly received
any money. “Umbrella Mike” invested cash left in his parasol in businesses
that could profit from his connections: a real estate firm and a valve
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manufacturing company. As early as 1914, Boyle had allegedly accumulated
$350,000; by 1927, this had grown to a cool million.21

Also, maintaining control without the assistance of the state was difficult,
and craft governance became increasingly violent in the 1920s. During the
Progressive Era, administrators enforced craft rules by smashing windows and
assaulting bodies. Though so-called “sluggers” injured some of their victims
for life, they seldom killed except by accident. Beginning around 1912, the
assassination of labor leaders had become more common, and by 1920, bomb-
ings, shootings, and murder were almost routine. Picaresque Gas Workers’
Union official “Big Tim” Murphy noted this escalation upon his release from
jail in 1920: “This Union has been run on a Sunday school basis where they
give out stogies and punch the bag and don’t accomplish anything. . . . A man
that can’t fight don’t amount to much. They don’t use boxing gloves in the
labor movement, they use Smith and Wessons.”22

This growing violence had many contexts. One was an overall explosion in
homicide rates during Prohibition. Another was increasing business competi-
tion, which tested the limits of the craftsmen’s regulatory schemes. Bloody
price wars gripped the cleaning trade, for example, as producers tried desper-
ately to control wages and prices in the rapidly expanding economy of the
1920s. As the market for the service grew and hundreds of firms scrambled for
business, the governing associations resorted to ever more extreme measures
to maintain their authority. For example, in 1921, an independent company,
Eagle Cleaning and Dyeing, charged its competitors with hiring a group of
“thugs, sluggers, and gunmen” to force it to join the MCA, a group represent-
ing the wholesalers. Conditions worsened as the decade wore on. Nicholas
Georgson, a disabled veteran who owned a South Side cleaning shop, testified
that the association had fined him for rules violations, then broken his win-
dows, and finally “wrecked” his store. In 1928, the cleaning interests targeted
the Central Cleaners and Dyers, a nonunion plant. The MCA allegedly paid
Samuel Weiss to secure a job at Central and put acid in its cleaning solution.
The associations sent suits for cleaning with hidden explosives sewn into the
hems, allegedly causing Central fifteen thousand dollars in damage. Again, the
violence escalated. Later that year, men in the association’s employ stopped
one of Central’s trucks, beat its drivers, and set their cargo aflame, seriously
burning one driver.23

Similarly, in 1926, the Chicago Association of Candy Jobbers hired Vincent
Pastor, an Italian American, as business manager on the stereotypical pre-
sumption that he had underworld friends who might help him suppress rene-
gade candy wholesalers. The association gave Pastor fifteen hundred dollars
for “educational work,” expecting him to rough up the price cutters. Pastor
turned out to be a reluctant enforcer who inspired little fear in his constituents.
The frustrated president of the jobbers, Albert Hoffman, allegedly told the
business manager, “The only way to get the bastards is bust their windows,
cripple them or something.” Pastor hired men to smash windows and throw
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stink bombs but grew nervous about the escalating violence. So Hoffman
replaced him with John Hand, an officer of Laundry Workers’ Union No. 32
and a protégé of cleaning industry administrator Simon Gorman. Well known
for his skill with a pistol, Hand promptly began assaulting candy jobbers who
refused to join the association, to pay dues or to charge standard prices. He
continued in this role until 1929, when police found him in the nearby town of
Cicero, sitting at the wheel of his car, shot to death.24

A cycle of competition, collusion, and violence led organizations to hire
more gunmen like Hand in administrative roles. For instance, “Big Tim”
Murphy was a former state legislator from the Irish Back-of-the-Yards district,
who became a union official by organizing the men laboring for the city or
local utilities, including gas workers, bridge laborers, street cleaners, street
foremen, asphalt layers, garbage handlers, bootblacks, and window washers
during World War I. Politics in the Packinghouse district was rough and tum-
ble, and Murphy brought this forceful style with him. In 1920, Murphy was
indicted for the murder of his former mentor, Maurice “Mossie” Enright, and
in 1922 he stood trial for the killing of a policeman named Thomas Clark. That
same year, he was convicted of robbing a mail shipment at Dearborn Street
Station and sentenced to six years in Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary. There
he met Nicky Arnstein, the infamous gambler and husband of singer Fanny
Brice. Later, the two men opened a Gold Coast casino.25

Despite his illicit moonlighting and regular incarcerations, Murphy was a
popular leader. While his contemporaries denied his status as a “legitimate
trade unionist,” “Big Tim” apparently forged a strong bond with the rank-and-
file workers, who protected him against prosecutions by threatening to cripple
the city with strikes. When he evaded prison, the workers celebrated. After
prosecutors dropped Murphy’s indictment for the 1920 Enright murder, a
“troop of admirers” greeted the “hero to thousands” at City Hall. During
Murphy’s six-year term in Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary, the gas workers
repeatedly elected him union president every year and paid his one hundred
dollar per week salary to his wife Florence. When Tim was assassinated on
June 26, 1928, his wake attracted multitudes, forcing the city to station police
at either end of his street to direct their cars.26

Craftsmen ironically depended upon characters like Murphy and John Hand
to protect them against a class of particularly violent men who gained promi-
nence selling illegal alcohol during the Prohibition Era. For example, in 1928,
famed bootlegger Al Capone set his sights upon the city’s annual $35 million
dry cleaning trade. Capone’s passkey was a stubborn and idealistic cleaning
tycoon named Morris Becker who refused to bow to the rules of the organized
cleaners. Becker innovated by introducing cash-and-carry service, which
allowed him to forgo door-to-door salesmen belonging to the teamsters union.
He also vertically integrated his firm, obtaining a plant to serve his retail chain
of storefronts. By cutting out the teamsters and the wholesale cleaners, Becker
lowered his costs while also insulating himself their discipline.
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But by upsetting conventional business methods and defying price regula-
tions, Becker made himself a principal target for his peers. One day, Sam
Rubin, the president of the Retail Cleaners Union, came to Becker’s facility
and demanded he raise his prices. Becker refused, and three days later, his
plant was bombed. When Becker refused to budge, Benjamin Abrams, the
president of the cleaning workers union, informed him that he would be
“bumped off” if he did not raise his rates. He still demurred. Then Arthur Berg,
the president of the MCA, approached him; Becker still declined.

Instead, Becker searched for protection, first from the state, then from a
powerful corporation, and finally from Capone. Becker’s testimony led the
grand jury to indict the cleaners for conspiracy to restrain trade. Unenthusiastic
about prosecuting the well-connected businessmen, State’s Attorney Robert
Crowe called few witnesses, allowing the cleaners attorney, Clarence Darrow,
to swiftly secure an acquittal. In 1927, Becker decided to merge his firm with a
national corporation, Baxter Laundries, Inc., which claimed to be large enough
to resist the MCA. But when Baxter caved in to the masters and raised prices, a
frustrated Becker ended his relationship with the chain. On May 28, 1928, he
announced that he had made Capone a partner in his new firm, Sanitary
Cleaning Shops Inc., stating, “I could get no help from the police, the courts or
the state’s attorney. Now I have the best protection in the world.” With the
famous bootlegger beside him, Becker proceeded to lower cleaning prices 25
percent.27

For perhaps the first time, Chicago’s daily newspapers praised Capone, and
for many years after, the infamous bootlegger bragged about his defending the
plucky Becker and the consumer’s right to low prices. Capone’s real ambitions
were hardly so noble. He used his position as Becker’s bodyguard to blackmail
the organized cleaners. A wave of deaths and assassinations followed in the
seven months after Capone’s self-styled philanthropy: first Tim Murphy, then
Retail Cleaners’ Union president Sam Rubin, then beloved Laundry Drivers’
Union officer John Clay, and finally laundry workers union official and candy
industry enforcer John Hand. The terrified cleaners had three options: disband
their associations, pay tribute to Capone, or fight. Many cleaners scrambled to
find their own “protection,” forging an alliance with North Side bootlegger
George “Bugs” Moran that drew them into the broader gang wars of this
period. Meanwhile, cleaning prices returned to their earlier level, but with the
proceeds flowing to Capone and Moran rather than to craftsmen. Becker had
not freed the market; he had merely given it a terrifying new master.28

SHIFTING LEGAL PRIORITIES

Becker’s story suggests not only how gangsters insinuated themselves into
craft governance but also the limitations in the law that eventually inspired the
invention of the term racketeering. Progressive Era prosecutors had proved all
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too willing to enforce criminal conspiracy laws barring craftsmen from various
forms of collective action such as the boycott. Though such cases largely failed
to uproot craft governance, public officials themselves were dedicated to the
open shop and its individualistic assumptions. But during the 1920s, Chicago’s
criminal justice system retreated from this position. Of at least 133 indictments
issued against craft unionists between 1920 and 1929, only 12 ended in convic-
tion or a guilty plea, and some were property crimes largely unrelated to the
question of craft governance, such as robbery and petit larceny. With each year,
the numbers grew starker. Jurors granted prosecutors victory in only 4 cases—
the candy jobbers, bootblacks, bakers, and the machinery movers—out of 39
indictments issued between 1925 and 1929. Many times, the state’s attorneys
declined to prosecute union officials, fearing the wrath of their constituents. In
11 cases between 1921 and 1929, cleaners, machinery movers, teamsters,
garage workers, and other tradesmen won their freedom, largely because of the
sympathy that some jurors felt for unions. Many of those convicted success-
fully obtained pardons from Illinois Governor Lennington Small.29

Speeding the shift in criminal justice priorities was the 1920 prohibition of
alcoholic beverages. Gangs had provided residents of the city of Chicago with
gambling and prostitution since the nineteenth century, but the gigantic
demand for illegal alcohol during the 1920s created heated competition among
underworld factions. This competition grew violent, leading to a series of lurid
murders. Moreover, the desire to evade the law inspired wholesale political
corruption. In this context, the citizens of Chicago unsurprisingly pushed the
state’s attorney to use his resources to pursue gangsters, drawing energy away
from the employers’ complaints about coercive and collusive dry cleaners.30

Businessmen initially saw bootlegging as a distraction, a moral issue pull-
ing the state’s attorney’s attention away from real (i.e., property) crimes. But as
the decade wore on, corporations began constructing a politics that addressed
the problem of gang violence without neglecting their older concerns. In 1928,
Sears and Roebuck chairman Julius Rosenwald threatened to withdraw finan-
cial support from the Chicago Crime Commission (CCC) unless that organiza-
tion took a stronger stand against organized crime. Following Rosenwald’s
lead, the wealthy members of the CCC overwhelmingly elected a new presi-
dent—Frank Loesch, a corporate attorney—who promised to fight Al Capone.
The concern about bootleggers was undoubtedly sincere, yet it also reflected
the elite desire to recapture public opinion and use it to crush craft gover-
nance.31

Within the elite itself, faith in a narrow individualism was crumbling. Cor-
porations of the 1920s created their own versions of industrial governance. In
the years surrounding World War I, encouraged by federal officials like Secre-
tary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, corporate executives established national
associations to administer prices and share information. Though many corpo-
rate executives still favored the open shop, many others formulated a more
concrete vision of appropriate labor organization: so-called “company
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unions,” benefit associations, baseball teams, and bowling leagues. Corporate
executives conceived of these groups as a way of allowing workers to organize
while maintaining their subordinate status and denying their independent
interests.32

As corporations abandoned the free market for managed competition, the
ideological assumptions underlying their legal assault on local craftsmen grew
increasingly strained. If conspiracy laws restricted building contractors, team
owners, barbers, and butchers from forming associations, then the same rules
might implicate organizations of steel manufacturers, meatpackers, and rail-
roads. As corporate executives experimented with private regulation, they
searched for a legal regime that distinguished their associations from those
established by craftsmen during the previous decades.

Arthur Jerome Eddy, the intellectual progenitor of the national trade associ-
ation movement, showed businessmen how opposition to craftsmen might
rationalize the corporate governance. A Harvard-educated Chicago attorney,
sportsman, and art collector, Eddy began as a critic and novelist before becom-
ing a business guru. In 1912, Eddy published his most famous work, The New
Competition, which encouraged corporations to manage competition through
national trade associations. But Eddy expressly contrasted his ideal of cooper-
ation against the craftsmen’s alleged immorality in an earlier, less well-known
novel, Ganton & Co. (1908). This piece of realist fiction, based upon the Chi-
cago packinghouse teamsters strike of 1903, painted craft workers as racist,
corrupt, and brutal agents of unscrupulous merchants. His hero was the edu-
cated son of a rough-and-tumble meatpacking magnate who stockpiles meat,
bribes teamsters’ officials to order a citywide strike, and creates an artificial
shortage that ruins his competitors. The protagonist (with his less intellectual
but more physical brother) remedies this situation by defending African Amer-
ican strikebreakers, defeating the unions, and befriending the other packers,
placing his father’s business on a modern, ethical footing. Eddy’s works illus-
trated a new corporate view of association, one that balanced contempt for
local craft organizations with faith in corporate governance, rejecting older
individualism in favor of principles that distinguished good forms of associa-
tion from bad.33

THE INVENTION OF RACKETEERING

Responding to these trends, Gordon Hostetter, the secretary of the EA,
invented the criminal category of racketeering in 1927. Public concern about
gang violence had pushed union coercion off the front pages. Even business-
men, who once staunchly defended the principle of individualism, were devel-
oping their own versions of associational governance. To reclaim public
opinion and adapt to new corporate values, Hostetter conceived a rhetoric that
appealed to this mixture of tolerance and fear. He argued that many unions and
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associations were rackets, criminal organizations akin to gangs, that exploited
the public for the benefit of their officers. He defined these rackets against the
new trade associations being organized by the wealthier elements of the busi-
ness community. Hostetter invented the term not to staunch the growing influ-
ence of gangsters in unions but instead to implicate entrenched forms of
commercial governance that raised prices and wages and deflected corporate
competition.

In a series of promotional writings, including a monthly newsletter and a
popular book titled It’s a Racket, Hostetter advanced a new word—racketeer-
ing—seeking to equate certain local unions and trade associations with crimi-
nal gangs. The EA secretary defined a racket as a “scheme by which human
parasites graft themselves upon and live by the industry of others, maintaining
their hold by intimidation, force and terrorism.” Acknowledging that the pub-
lic used the term to describe varied forms of illicit enterprise such as bootleg-
ging, prostitution, and gambling, Hostetter purposefully added another
category: organizations that set prices and wages in trades like laundry, dry
cleaning, barbering, construction, and trucking.34

Hostetter expressed the militant antiunionism of the nineteenth century
while bowing to both Progressive Era critiques of collective bargaining and the
elite associationalism of the 1920s. Hostetter strongly opposed unions; under
his stewardship, the EA offered low-cost strikebreakers as a perk for its mem-
bers. Though he described himself as an “industrial relations engineer,” sug-
gesting a scientific approach to labor, his training came not from any university
but rather from his experiences as a manager at mining firms in West Virginia,
Kentucky, and Illinois. Unlike most college-educated professionals, he saw
worker organizations as a threat to labor peace rather than the basis for stabil-
ity. For example, Hostetter was more truculent than the Harvard-educated
Walter Gordon Merritt, the elite attorney who turned the once militant Ameri-
can Anti-Boycott Association into the more moderate League for Industrial
Rights. Merritt was no friend to labor, but he accepted the need to deal with
unions. Though twelve years Merritt’s junior, and thus more likely to embrace
new values, Hostetter preferred conflict to conciliation.35

Hostetter’s definition of racketeering revived the Progressive arguments
most inhospitable to collective bargaining. He identified two categories of
rackets. One was the “Collusive Agreement,” a compact between a local busi-
nessmen’s association and a union allowing it to administer rules regulating
prices and wages. Hostetter’s primary example was dry cleaning, the so-called
“ ‘Daddy’ of Them All.” Here various unions and associations conspired to
control competition in the cleaning business, using threats and violence to
force compliance among the plant owners and retail shopkeepers who made up
the trade. Such portrayals evoked the articles of turn-of-the-century journalist
Ray Stannard Baker, who lambasted exclusive closed shop agreements in Chi-
cago’s teaming and construction trades, only without Baker’s ambivalent sym-
pathy for workers.36
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Yet Hostetter’s conception of racketeering also accommodated the emerg-
ing corporate faith in association and managed competition. Hostetter named a
second type of racket—the “Simon Pure Racket”—which referred to a phony
union or association established by a criminal solely for the purposes of brib-
ery. He argued that nefarious individuals masqueraded as labor leaders to
demand cash from workers and employers. His best example of a Simon Pure
Racketeer was “Big Tim” Murphy, who, he argued, saw unions as nothing
more than a useful vehicle for graft. Implicit in this notion of fraud was the
assumption that unions and associations could be legitimate. Thus, while the
doctrine of criminal conspiracy broadly forbade the enforcement of trade
agreements, the idea of racketeering attacked specific organizations as fraudu-
lent and extortionate, creating room for a supposedly pure, legitimate, and cor-
porate form of association.37

By comparing craft administrators to mobsters, Hostetter denied that
unions and associations had any ideological rationale beyond criminal intent
of their officers. This diverged sharply from current rhetoric. Progressive Era
critics charged craftsmen with political crimes such as “conspiracy,” “monop-
oly,” and “tyranny,” implying a threat to the commonwealth. Muckrakers
called building trades unions “corrupt machines” or “trusts” administered by
“bosses.” But while some newspapers compared union officials to so-called
“Black Hand” extortionists, few writers likened craftsmen to ordinary crimi-
nals before 1927. By using the gang as a metaphor for illegal collective action,
Hostetter argued that the governance of the laundry trade was a form of orga-
nized crime, not unlike running a speakeasy. As such, Hostetter contended that
dry cleaners like Simon Gorman deserved no more sympathy from prosecu-
tors, judges, and juries than did Al Capone.38

Nonetheless, Hostetter did not see racketeer as a mere synonym for gang-
ster. Such an interpretation would have located the problem as external to
labor, as a problem of gang incursion. And this view would have presented
unions as victims of murderous thugs, granting them a sympathy and legiti-
macy that Hostetter sought to prevent. Rather, he saw the racketeer as a new
and distinct type of criminal, worse than the “hoodlums” with whom he associ-
ated. Racketeers were union officials who hired gunmen to administer vio-
lence; they were not gangsters themselves. Hostetter did not accept the
possibility that craft unions were targets for bootleggers seeking access to trea-
suries, dues, and bribes.39

Hostetter’s belief in the distinction between racketeers and gangsters was
evident in his retelling of the story of Morris Becker, the dry cleaning executive
who bucked price agreements for years before seeking the protection of Al
Capone. In It’s a Racket, Hostetter defended Becker’s alliance with “Scarface
Al.” He excoriated State’s Attorney Robert Crowe for failing to protect the
small businessman and praised Capone for his patriotic defense of individual
liberty. Hostetter’s support for Becker shows that he saw the officials of the
Retail Cleaners Association, not gunmen like Capone, as the problem.
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Hostetter was trying to convince the public to shift its gaze away from bootleg-
gers and toward the potent organizations governing the local economy.40

In the short term, Hostetter was successful. By bringing Chicago’s trade
associations and unions into the media spotlight, the word racketeering
recemented the usually close relationship between the EA and Cook County
Criminal Court. A wave of prosecutions followed the invention of racketeer-
ing, as the grand jury indicted teamsters, bootblacks, florists, candy workers,
circular distributors, dental technicians, bakers, pop peddlers, garage workers,
glaziers, meat cutters, and waitresses between 1927 and 1929. In 1929, Harry
Olson, the chief judge of the Municipal Court of Chicago, founded a special-
ized “racket court” with special trial judges and prosecutors to handle cases of
gang violence.41

The EA also drove federal prosecutions, pushing the U.S. Attorney George
E. Q. Johnson to indict local associations engaged in protective forms of collu-
sion. For example, in 1928, special assistant district attorneys Mary G. Connor
and William R. Benham successfully prosecuted the Chicago Association of
Candy Jobbers for conspiracy to violate antitrust laws, charging the candy job-
bers with assaulting candy dealers, smashing store windows, and throwing
stink bombs in an effort at enlisting members, setting prices, and excluding
some manufacturers. While the judge dismissed charges against well-connected
association official Simon Gorman, the jury convicted sixteen of the other
thirty-five defendants. Five were sentenced to prison, including Gorman lieu-
tenant John Hand and Albert Hoffman, the president of the association.42

But almost immediately after his introduction of the term, various groups
began challenging Hostetter’s understanding of racketeering. For example,
functionalist social scientists accepted Hostetter’s basic definition, but they
cheered the craftsmen’s attempts at governance and used their violence to jus-
tify the liberalization of labor law. John Landesco, the University of Chicago
sociology graduate student who authored the seminal Organized Crime in Chi-
cago (1929), called for the legitimization of trade agreements. Landesco
believed that restraint of trade laws prevented craftsmen from enforcing their
agreements in the courts, forcing them to turn to gunmen for help. In 1930,
Columbia University political science professor Raymond Moley argued that
craftsmen merely sought to stem “cut-throat competition,” resorting to
gunplay only because they were prohibited from maintaining prices contractu-
ally. In 1931, University of Wisconsin economist John Commons similarly
asserted the positive effects of racketeering in The New Republic, suggesting
that Hostetter’s “collusive agreements” were bulwarks for worker rights. In
effect, these scholars inverted Hostetter’s purpose by calling for the contrac-
tion, not the expansion, of criminal law.43

The Chicago Federation of Labor also redefined racketeering, seeing the
problem as one of harassment, robbery, and outright conquest of labor unions.
Officials argued that they were the victims of racketeers like Capone, who
assaulted, kidnapped, and murdered those who declined to give them access to
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union treasuries. They pointed to the 1928 murder of John Clay, the beloved
secretary of the Laundry Drivers Union, who died for refusing to turn his well-
funded union treasury over to unknown gunmen. They even rejected John
Landesco’s depiction of racketeering, chiding the sociologist for believing
lurid tales of collusion, violence, and corruption concocted by Hostetter and
staunchly antilabor newspapers such as the Chicago Tribune.44

New contexts validated the redefinitions of union officials and social scien-
tists. First, a series of well-publicized murders and assaults after 1930 seemed
to bear out labor’s claims to victimization. A steady stream of labor leaders
died violently, and less serious incidents also received significant attention. In
1931, Capone associate Murray “The Camel” Humphreys targeted the milk
wagon drivers’ treasury. Stealing from the drivers was easier said than done,
for while officers Steve Sumner and Robert G. Fritchie were old (eighty-five
and sixty-five, respectively), they were both hardened veterans of industrial
warfare. After Humphreys riddled their headquarters at 220 S. Ashland St.
with bullets, the milkmen turned their office into a fortress, complete with
machine gun turrets, and Sumner purchased an armored car from bankrupt
utilities executive Samuel Insull. But Humphreys persisted, kidnapping
Fritchie and forcing the union to pay a fifty thousand dollar ransom. Reading
these stories, people began to believe unions when they claimed to be victims
rather than perpetrators.45

Second, economic conditions after 1929 transformed the nation’s basic
political assumptions and the laws governing the market. The stock market
crash and the subsequent decline in production reconfigured American atti-
tudes toward competition, causing many people to abandon their faith in the
individual and the free market. Belief in cooperation as the remedy for the
nation’s woes lent legitimacy to the organizations that Hostetter called rackets.
The EA and the CCC responded to the changing political landscape, protesting
that Capone’s rampage had left him in control of the unions, but with little suc-
cess. Between 1930 and 1932, the people elected a new Congress and presi-
dent, Franklin Roosevelt, partly because they favored collective bargaining.
Roosevelt brought with him social scientists committed to industrial gover-
nance, including Raymond Moley.46

The history of racketeering thus suggests an alternative angle from which to
view the New Deal. In 1933, Moley himself wrote the National Industrial
Recovery Act (NIRA), which mandated workers and employers establish
industrial codes and legitimized the forms of craft governance found in trades
like construction, trucking, and dry cleaning. Previous authors have seen the
New Deal and particularly the NIRA as extensions of corporate
associationalism of the 1920s. But the fact that an expert on criminal law with
strong views on craft governance and racketeering created the NIRA implies
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an additional source for that legislation: the construction sites, stables, and dry
cleaning stores of America’s cities.47

More obviously, the New Deal radically overturned criminal law and espe-
cially Hostetter’s notion of racketeering. NIRA gave credibility to agreements
that had been criminal just a few years before. Cook County grand juries still
indicted craftsmen, but local juries refused to convict them, seeing them as
lawful components of the recovery effort. At the same time, NIRA greatly
increased the importance of keeping gunmen out of labor unions. The first fed-
eral antiracketeering law, also passed in 1933, proposed to protect collective
bargaining from exploitative criminals like Murray “The Camel” Humphreys
rather than to discourage trade agreements. In essence, the New Deal made the
word racketeer synonymous with gangster, validating the views of social sci-
entists and union officials. Racketeering became a crime perpetrated upon
organizations by evil individuals rather than a crime committed by those same
groups.48

CONCLUSION

Racketeering gained significance in the years that followed, spurring the
careers of politicians like Republican presidential candidate Thomas Dewey
and becoming a major area of American criminal law.49 Racketeering became
for the New Deal period what conspiracy had been for the Gilded Age: an idea
of criminality that accommodated the broader political ideology of the era.
Nineteenth-century liberalism privileged the individual, and so the criminal
law of that period rejected collective action. During the Great Depression,
Americans wanted unions and associations to administer the economy, and
Moley’s redefinition of racketeering gave them a criminal law designed to pro-
tect presumably legitimate organizations from men like Capone. This was a
victory for the craftsmen, as it freed them from an outlaw status that Hostetter
had hoped to perpetuate. Though the new law contained many pitfalls, the
legitimacy of collective bargaining itself was fairly secure.

An appreciation for this history allows scholars to reevaluate the crafts-
men’s experience, labor violence, and the role of gunmen in urban life by strip-
ping away assumptions produced in the 1920s and 1930s. To note that
racketeering is a historical artifact is not to say that Gordon Hostetter fabri-
cated everything he wrote about assault, bribery, and price fixing. Rather, it is
to appreciate his stories as subjective interpretations that shaped public atti-
tudes and affected the legal status of labor unions and collective bargaining. It
is to understand that the history of crime is inseparable from the history of
ideas about crime.
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